Epileptic fits and epilepsy in the elderly: general reflections, specific issues and therapeutic implications.
Seizures and epilepsy are commonly encountered in the elderly. Diagnosis is not always straightforward as reliable history is often difficult to obtain and EEG findings can be non-specific. When to treat and how may be difficult choices as adequate studies in elderly are rather scarce. Treatment should be based on careful assessment and comparison of risk/benefit profiles of various anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs) in this specific elderly population. Since most AEDs are effective in terms of seizure control in the elderly, the choice of treatment is often determined by tolerability, pharmacokinetic profile and drug interactions of AEDs. As recently introduced AEDs have a better safety profile compared to older agents it seems logical to initiate treatment in the frail elderly patient with those more modern AEDs. In this review some distinctive clinical features of epilepsy in the elderly are discussed in three sections (general issues, special issues and selected treatment options with special reference to medicinal treatment).